
 

Alrighty … here is a photo of base tool supplies (mostly for doll assembly and 
wigging) that I put in a kit (SOLD OUT).  These are the things that I use every day …  

 

1. A SIZE CHART … this is NOT my size chart … but my favorite online source 
that I use.  This helps when assembling dolls to achieve a similar body 
shape.  You can put your doll assembly side ways to achieve the perfect 
hips, buts etc!  My problem always seems to be the *knee placement* and 
this does help! 



2. 100% vintage cotton balls.  These old school – medical grade cotton balls 
work amazing!  They seem to hold together (stronger) when using for but 
or hip padding … for gluing on.  The new ones seem flimsy. 

3. Doll stands … these are the kind that go up the center (two are shown 
together for shipping puroses) … and I’ve taken to spray painting them in 
mat black to blend in better!  Put a hole in a rug, slide on down and the 
stand is almost impossible to see … while still being sturdy! 

4. Aluminum wire … this comes in two sizes at Michaels and is the strongest --
- yet easiest to flex/bend with my wrists for armature. 

5. Wrapping fiber … I JUST LOVE this wrapping fiber … you use it like big 
pieces of yarn to wrap around the wire armature until the desired thickness 
is reached!  I then literally cover the end of fiber (when done wrapping) 
with glue … and squish tightly for a second and done! 

6. Beige sculpy III is the same color as most of the flesh porcelain so it blends 
in for adding higher head, shoulders etc 

7. White florist tape … is what I use to add a bit of *bulk* to the dolls arms 
over the pipecleaner or wire … so when you put on sleeves they fit nicely 

8. REAL pipecleaner … stronger and yet bendable … (the old kind don’t have 
the prickly edges) so fit into tiny arm holes nicely 

9. Cotton material/lace for slip 
10. Tapestry needle for gently combing out viscose wigging 
11. Vintage corsage pin (the kind that is actually STRONG … not like the bendy 

ones sold now) to back comb etc your wigs 
12. Curved glue syringe … the 412 is the number that actually works – without 

causing constant leakage of the glue 
13. Large spray mister for basic work 
14. Small mister that I put the drop of downey in (or fabric softerner) and only 

use initially for one squirt to condition the viscose.  You can only spray once 
or twice before having to add more water to bottle, and an excellent way I 
found for teaching newbies NOT TO OVER SPRAY hair 

15. A variety of hair to try.  Alpaca (Surrey) in the black package is a 
courser/stronger fiber that works well for braiding hair.  Then fantasy fibers 
which are great for wrapping Q-tips for long loose curls.  Then my work 
horse – viscose that I use for everything. 

16. ½” pleater section that is large enough to do any hair style … and my work 
horse 



17. A wig stand (small ball with hole drilled in … and a wooden bell platform 
glued in) so it stands.  This is perfect for practice.  Draw a silly face on! 

 

WHEW!  That should be enough to get you going … and remember!   

WIGGING.Club (yes that is the website/domain name) will begin with free classes 
at the end of the end of the month … to help motivate you even more! 

Happy Creating! 

DANA 

 


